
An introduction 

to the world and 

adventures of 

The Mittens



“It can all change, but this is 

how I dreamed it” 

-  Francis G Taylor

Welcome to the world of the Mittens. It won’t take 
long to get to know them, so relax and enjoy the ride. 

Our main Mitten character, Hugs, will introduce you to 

the ways and the world of the Mittens. Hugs is probably 
the only one aware of the guests (that’s you) who come to 
visit the garden from time to time to catch up and see 
what’s going on.
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As you can see from the map,  Mittens live close by 

Mitten Town.  

Mittens do enjoy a spot of shopping and catching up with 
their Mitten friends. Many of the shops change in the eve-
ning to be a restaurant or a place where Mittens might 
dance and meet up there is also a Mitten Hotel where visi-
tors are welcome to stay. 

When it is eventually built there will be The Pooper, a 
tram that will operate 365 days of the Mitten year circling 
the whole town. 

Close by the park is Mitten School. All of the 
older Mittens take time in the week to teach younger Mit-
tens what they need to know. 
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In Mitten Town There are a number of shops each selling 
its own variety of items that Mittens might need. To keep 
things exciting Mittens will take turns working in different 
places, although each place will have a general manager.

Some of the shops change in the evening offering the Mit-
tens other options for entertainment. These can change 
quite frequently, to best to grab a copy of Mitten 

Mail for the latest news.

The hotel, run by Kitty Kat, which has rooms above 
Shades, offers visitors a warm and friendly place to stay and 
is a good place to start your visit. 
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The Shops

Fungi

For: Mushrooms and toadstools

Manager: Mick

Tag: Its Fun With A Fungi

In the evening this is the theatre, which is currently showing 

‘Kissy Kissy Donkey’ 

Paper

For: Paper for writing and wrapping, books, wallpaper, pencils

Manager: Stoned Crab

Tag: The Paper Man 

Choc-U-Later

For: Chocolates and sweets also is where Pancake Wednesday is held

Manger: Ruby Wise

Tag: Catch-U-Later At The Choc-U-Later

Evening: At the Choc-U-Later, on Friday nights High Tea runs a cyborg res-

taurant called ‘Hasta La Pasta’

Tag: 'You’ll be Back’
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Shades

For: Things that give shade, sunglasses, umbrellas etc

Manger: Zen

Tag: We Put Others In The Shade 

Shades also doubles up as the Mitten Hotel Full Moon Stop

Manger: Kitty Kat

Burn

For: Candles, incense 

Manger: Stella

Tag: Glow Business

Grow

For: Things that grow, such as grass seeds, plants, tools, plant pots etc

Manger: Hugs

Tag: These Seeds Won't Grow Themselves

In the evening Grow also becomes Frayed where Mittens go if they need repairing 
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Thingies

For: Clothing and home-wear 

Manger: Minnie

Tag: Thingies and Wotsits 

If you call you might get the answer machine - just so you know, press: 

1 for things

2 for more things

3 for thingies

4 for more thingies

5 to speak to thingy

6 to leave a message

Evening: In the evening the place becomes a Mitten Disco called Level 11 

Smelly

For: Perfume and all things smelly

Manger: Winnie

Tag: Once Smelt, Often Felt

Crud

For: Make up

Manger: Ophelia 

Tag: It's All Made Up
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Close by the park is Mitten School. All of the 
older Mittens take time in the week to teach younger Mit-
tens what they need to know. 

Young Mittens go to kissing school where they learn to kiss 
and how to prepare your lips and mouth for kissing and gen-
erally how to keep your mouth in good working order. 

Young mittens generally keep the peace, why would you 
want to break any rules? Mittens always keep their cool. 

Young Mittens are not called ‘Mini Mittens’, and would not 
really understand these words when put together. 

Another way of baffling a Mitten is to say ‘put a sock in it’
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On a bench sleeps Zed, a drifter who is never homeless 
or lonely. From time to time he wakes up and shares his 
dreams and sings the most beautiful songs about the world. 
The house was built around him as it would be rude to ask 
him to leave. From time to time he gets up to use the out-
side restroom or 'Zedroom' as they call it.

The middle house belongs to the Hugs who shares this 

with Stella, the right lives Ophelia Nads who 

shares her house with Mick and Zen Ophelia 
may take to singing from her balcony, as if singing to the 
adoring fans. Mick and Zen share the ground floor flat, they 
are in a relationship.

The left house Ruby Wise shares with Minne 

and Winne. 

As mittens grow grass for food it forms a large part of their 
diet there should be grass growing in boxes and plenty of 
grass growing garden equipment
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Mitten houses have shared gardens which are usually kept 
wild yet everything belongs perfectly. There is room to play 
as this is where Mittens spend most of their time as they 
like to be in the open air, especially when there is a nip in 
the air.

You will find lots to keep a Mitten busy, a washing line, a 
slide, a swing, maybe a see saw and possibly a paddling pool. 
Modern Mittens also might have a windmill or solar panels 
to collect power from the sky. 

You might find useful signs like

 • 'keep calm and carry on',
 • 'don't forget your mittens'
 • 'put some lips on your chips'
 • 'look both ways'

 • 'you are never too old for Mit-
tens'
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Mittens love being in the garden and during the day it would be normal to find a Mitten 
tending to their grass, drinking tea, singing a song or playing. 

Mittens like telling stories, singing songs and pretending and Mittens may play many char-
acters and use various items from the garden to create other objects.

Mittens really are a good natured folk and are always on the look out for their Mitten bud-
dies. 

Of course, not everything is perfect and Mittens can get a Glum Tum from time to time, 
but generally, life in a Mitten garden is fun and a bit of an adventure. 
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Grass is very important to the Mittens and forms a large 
part of their diet. Additionally objects can be crafted like 
Smuff Sticks.

There are three types of grass; 

Wild, Domestic and Tame

Mittens will have all sorts of equipment to help the growing 
process along such as a Grasser which produces 

Grass Juice, which looks similar to milk, but is ve-
gan. 

It is generally thought that the more grass you have the 
richer you are, although Mud and Marmalade 

Spray are valuable too.

On Mitten day (the finest day of the year) Mittens 

will eat roast grass. Mitten Day takes place on De-
cember 6th each year.
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A washing line for the mittens is more than just a place to 
dry clothes. It is a place where people place pictures, im-
ages, ideas, questions, thoughts of the day and wishes. 

In a garden a washing line will grow and develop and be-
come a Mitten piece of art.

For pretending, a washing line can be used as a prop or 
backdrop to create different scenes. Ophelia Nads has used 
the Washing Line to try out different outfits and Ruby Wise 
has used the line to put swatches on for ideas on how to re-
decorate her house. 
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All mittens wear Smocks, which look very similar to pa-
jamas, although they do have pockets in them. The smocks 
come in three colours; apple white, dusty 

pink and fairground. 

Fairground is any colour you want; well they are your paja-
mas.

 

“Do you think of pink bananas, when you wear your pink 
pajamas? Do you feel all warm and cuddly deep inside all 
juiced and lovely squished and sqooshed from your beak to 
your toes all squeaked and squoose down to your toes”
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The Smuff is a Mitten delicacy. Everyone eats at 

least one a day. It comes in three flavours; Lemon 

Wedgey Futon Crouton, Heap of 

Stuff and Raspberry Disarray.

A Smuff has the texture of densified cappuccino 
froth. You role a Smuff Stick in the liquid (Smuff Juice) and 
then white froth grows on the stick which expands to be-
come a Smuff.

 

Smuff Sticks are recycled in Smuff 

Boxes which are clear so you can see the Smuff Sticks. 
Smuff sticks are made from grass and are really the only cut-
lery a Mitten needs as it can be used as a spoon for eating 
anything, including soup, or as a knife to cut up tofu.
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Like grass, tea is very important to a Mitten and Mittens 
will drink plenty of tea during the day to keep healthy. 
There are three types of tea; 

Jasmine, Yasmin and Moccasin.

 

Tea comes from the different part of the tea plant. Jasmine 
is made from the flowers and is flowery with plant under-
tones, Yasmin is made from the plant and has planty and 
rooty undertones Moccasin is very earthy and quite a 
strong brew.

 

You usually buy three bulbs together.
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The number 3 is very important to Mittens. Most things in 
Mitten Land will either be in 3’s or 6’s.

3
• Mittens eat 3 meals a day. Soup, Salad and a Smuff.

• There are 3 houses round the Mitten garden

• There are 3 flavours of a Smuff 

• The posh version of saying 3 is 'thrice' this might be said 
on Mitten day, or if a Mitten was feeling especially fancy

• The Choc-U-Later sells 3 different kind of chocolate 
sweets

Chocolate Dust, 

Chocolate Dots and Chocolate 

Hunks
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• Mittens who have a sweet side also enjoy the Mitten Sweets

Mars Rocks, Saturn Rings and Uranus Holes

• High Tea makes cup-cakes in 3 flavours: 

Nuts, Bolts and Rivets

• Most colour swatches come in 3’s, apart from the Mitten flag

6
• Mitten day is on December 6th

• There are 6 Mitten guidelines

Stay calm

Put on your mittens

Put the kettle on

Make preparations for tea

Hope for the best

Enjoy it while you can

• Most Mittens will wake at 6, and aim to be home by 6. But Mittens like to stay up late 
too, telling stories

Put these numbers together and you have the best number ever - 36
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The show that is showing at the Mitten Theatre is 
‘Kissy Kissy Donkey’ it opened to rave re-
views. And has stayed open ever since.

There is a puppet show in rehearsal and one of the Mittens 
is desperate to see it. Everyday they go to the box office to 
ask if it is opening and everyday the response is ‘they are 
still in rehearsal’ the sign says ‘coming soon’ the Mitten is 
always disappointed to find the puppet show is not open-
ing.

Any Mitten who wishes to keep up with the latest news 
should grab a copy of Mitten Mail which is free and 
easy to find in Mitten Town. 
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Mittens have a number of days throughout the year that are 
extra extra special

Mitten Day

Roast grass is only usually served on Mitten Day as a special 
treat. After dinner Mittens will go for a walk while wearing 
there finest Mitten Hats, Mittens and 

Smocks.

Pancake Wednesday

Every Wednesday down in the Choc-U-Later they serve the 
best pancakes in Mitten Land. Mittens come from all 
around to enjoy the fluffy pancakes.

It’s a good job they only do this once a week or a Mitten 
would not get anything done. Most of Mitten town shuts 
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down and Mittens wear special paper hats for this occasion, being very similar to the kind 
of hat you might find within your Christmas crackers.

Generally, Pancake Wednesday is a very good day.

Post pancakes is 'Slumpy Time', and most Mittens generally head for home. 

Mittens like being home in their gardens and there is nothing a Mitten likes more than be-
ing in bed, well perhaps for a lovely Smuff, or a kiss, or a touch of Marm-O-Lade 

Spray
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The Mitten Flag is a simple thing and considering the Mit-
tens and their colours that’s quite unusual.

The flag has a cucumber background with watermelon stars 
and a pumpkin signature M

The 6 stars represent the 6 Mitten guidelines

Stay calm

Put on your mittens

Put the kettle on

Make preparations for tea

Hope for the best

Enjoy it while you can 

The flag can be seen in many places and is flown with extra 
pride on Mitten Day
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'Don't get all mad and get all flustered, have a spot of apple 
custard, you'll be just fine, its Mitten time. 

No need to feel all temperamental, they are soft and warm 
and fluffy and gentle. 

You're dressed just fine, its Mitten time. 

You're right on time, its Mitten time, its cotton time, you'll 
be just fine'
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Mick and Zen are in the house band the baby sea-

gulls. They play their music from there ground floor 
apartment. 

All of the Mittens are free to join the band, playing an in-
strument, tapping a tambourine and singing. If there are 
any songs to be sung, you can be sure that this band will be 
helping you along.

Mick is also the DJ who broadcasts his own radio show. 

Be sure to tune in sometime on 
spacedogsradio.com
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In Mitten Land Pillows come from long long ago and far far 
away land.

Many of the pillows are 1000's of years old. Pillows love tell-
ing stories and if ever a Mitten is a bit restless, all they have 
to do is listen very closely to their pillows.

Pillow Song

Pillows, pillows telling stories of long ago

Softly, their stories tells you of people and places before 
your time, ancient stories, whispering to you. 

Nobody knows where the pillows come from and we are 
happy they stayed,

Pillows singing softly, telling their stories of people they 
have made. 
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Colours are put together in three's this might be for decora-
tions, food or Mitten life in general. 

Have a go at creating your own Mitten Matches and share

Here are some swatches of the current Mitten Matched -  
feel free to make your own and share
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The kiss is very important to mittens. You should have 3 
kisses per day at least. 

If you do something wrong, one 

kiss is taken away, 

If you do something good another 

comes your way.

 

Young Mittens go to kissing school where they learn to kiss 
and how to prepare your lips and mouth for kissing and gen-
erally how to keep your mouth in good working order.
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Mittens have their own unique way of doing things have 
many of their own sayings, or ‘Mittenismums’, and 
words of wisdom to help a fellow Mitten out. 

Here is a selection for you to glance over

Apple mustard

A drop of Apple Mustard is know to help a Mitten relax 
and unwind

Chips

Mittens love their ‘chips’ or ‘lips’ as you would know them. 
Mittens like their chips to be soggy and in condition for 
kissing and to keep them in good condition they use lip-
stick or 'lips' as it is called.
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Lips

Lips are used to keep a Mittens Chips in good working soggy order. Comes in 

Smuff Flava

Choc-U-Later

Someone who makes chocolate. Someone who is nice, who you want to be their friend.

Chocolate butter

If you feeling glum have some Chocolate Butter.

Chocolate squat

A full bar, that's a lot or too much of a good thing

(the) complexities in life are difficult to learn

When you have no answer, or no idea

Crud Catcher

A devise made to catch crud and bits of rubbish. They can be found in the middle of ta-
bles, you drop your rubbish through the hole and it goes through to a Crud Catcher

Darn it

Go for it, its sounds lovely, make it happen
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Dr. Poo

When you go to the toilet, or Dr. Poo, in Mitten Land, the toilet may speak to you to tells 
you if something is wrong or what your body needs. There is a little song too. 

Toilet roll is good for the soul. 

It cleans your crack and puts the freshness 

back.

Duntit

Doesn't it?

Fairground Ride

Any colour you want

Flavours

Meaning moods. everyone has different 
flavours or moods, which flavour are 
you today?

Full English

The works, like I am having everything

Glum Tum

Not feeling happy
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ha ha

ha ha is a laughing gas and is all the rage with young mittens. It's a fairly mild thing. 

And there are ha ha bars and ha ha music is becoming popular. Its fairly toler-
ated. 

But there are ha ha health warnings reminding Mittens that there is important work 

to be done too. The warnings are on the lines of 'one ha ha too far' and 
shows a Mitten laughing so much they fall over, but it hurts. Thankfully there is a ha ha 
helpline, its 555-HAHAHA. 

The answer message have several options, press: 

1 for giggles

2 for laughs

3 for tingles 

4 for gas

Honk

A smell

Honker

Someone who makes a smell

Honking

Making a smell

Knowledge porridge

Stuff that makes you think
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Mad-jism

A saying from Madonna that is part of Mitten history. Such as 'don't I always 

make it up to you', or ‘but its a lie’

Marm-O-Lade Spray

A valuable commodity for the mittens. Used sparingly on confectionary

Maybe

Unsure

Maybe gravy

As in give me or don't give me that uncertainty

Mittentastic

Great, wonderful, super etc

Mud

Most mitten things contain 3 items. Except for mud, it contains 4. Mud was invented by 

Baby Greens 

Mud Bath

It's the main dessert
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Mud Mad

When you have too much mud

Pajamas

Cool name for a Smock

Onitsway

As in, its on its way

PC is so BC

Get with it, its over

Put A Sock In It

If you wish to baffle a Mitten (and why would you) saying this phrase really confuses them

Ride the wave

Lets see what happens

Shutters down

Go to sleep
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Slumpy Time

Post pancake time

Smock

The national dress of mittens. fancy name for pajamas

Smuff

The Smuff is a Mitten delicacy. Everyone eats at least one a day. It comes in three 

flavours; Lemon Wedgey Futon Crouton, Heap of Stuff 

and Raspberry Disarray.

A Smuff has the texture of densified cappuccino froth. You role a Smuff Stick in the 
liquid (Smuff Juice) and then white froth grows on the stick which expands to become a 
Smuff.

Smuff Sticks are recycled in Smuff Boxes which are clear so you can see 
the Smuff Sticks. Smuff sticks are made from grass and are really the only cutlery a Mitten 
needs as it can be used as a spoon for eating anything, including soup, or as a knife to cut 
up tofu.

Squeezy

Can I get past thank you

Subtraction

The worst mitten swear word ever. No one likes subtraction
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Taking the Mick

Going to the dance floor, as in I am going to the dance floor, or are you going to the dance 
floor. This word comes from the DJ, Mick

Thinking

Is a long journey, make sure you are well prepared. With snacks, refreshments. Make a list 
and be prepared to get lost, be careful

Thrice

Fancy word for ‘three’

Water planet

Its what we live on, constantly changing and evolving

Wereoff

As in, we are off

Zedroom

The restroom of Zed
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Here are some of the Mittens you will meet along the way. 
As you already know, many of the Mittens work in the Mit-
ten Shops and will teach Young Mittens at school

Fish

Fish has always been an adventurer and travelled from his 
planet of Wiggi Wiggi to crash land on our planet. 

Fish can usually can be found pushing a shopping trolley 
around with equipment to make inventions with. It is an in-
teresting trolley full of crazy things (bananas, feather boas, 
metal tubing, glitter etc) 

Teaches young Mittens:

How to invent things
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Hugs

• The grocer and the main narrator he tries to teach Fish the ways of mitten land. Is cud-
dly on the inside and out. 

• Teaches young Mittens: 

How to grow things in the garden 

Zed

A drifter who sleeps on the bench in the garden. When he wakes he sings songs with a 
sunny beautiful vibe. He also uses the outside restroom, or Zedroom. Zed is con-
vinced the garden comes to life at nighttime - although no other Mitten has seen this

Stella 

Sometimes longs for finding herself and continues to search. Falls in love with Fish

• Teaches young Mittens:

Sign language 

Stoned Crab

Collector of words and phrases which they tape onto a retro style recorder and micro-
phone. They have to tape everything just in case it is important or might miss something. 
They later goes on to invent a word collector Text-O-Phone with Fish.

Editor in chief of the culture and news magazine Mitten Mail

• Teaches young Mittens:

How to read
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Mick

Partner of Zen and DJ and musician playing in the Mitten house band.

The Baby Seagulls. 

Zen

Plays part of the Mitten house band The Baby Seagulls. Very, if somewhat, over enthusiasti-
cally partner of Mick. Very find of motivational speaking and phrases. 

• They both teach young Mittens:

Music 

Ruby Wise

Being a wise Lesbian living in Mitten Town is a great thing to be and many Mittens will go 
to Ruby for some wise words. Although still seeking a partner and a child, Ruby is head of 
Mitten School

• Teaches young Mittens:

History

Baby Greens

Arrives at the start of season 2, is the baby of Ruby Wise. Although she already looks 
about 15 and has a wise cracking mouth on her.
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Ophelia Nads

When we first meet Ophelia s/he is a pre operation transgender diva with attitude. During 
Mittens seasons we follow her transition to the final transformation

Teaches young Mittens:

How to Make Up

High-tea

The robot of the house. To anything mechanical they say 'I am a robot, do 

I get a discount?' 

High Tea enjoys making tea for all the Mittens and on special occasions High Tea might 
wear a lovely apron and surprises us with some lovely robot made cup cakes. His cup cakes 
come in 3 flavours: 

Nuts, Bolts and Rivets

They taste divine and quite unlike any cupcake you will find elsewhere.

High Tea runs the Mitten restaurant Hasta La Pasta with the slogan ‘you’ll be back’. 

Additionally is the deputy head of Mitten School

Teaches young Mittens:

Cooking and home economics 
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Minnie Cooper 

and Winnie Bago

Dear old friends nearly always seen together on motorised scooters. 

They just love cars and vehicles and most of what they talk about is connected with cars in 
some way. Then tend to talk in a southern American drawl, although no-one really knows 
why. 

Their favorite...... 

Time of day - Drive Time

Radio station - Drive Radio

Smell - Showroom New

Shop - Car Showroom

Food - Drive Through

Band - The Cars

Writer - Carl Sagar

Designer - Stella McCartney

TV prog - Top Gear

Song - Drive In Saturday

Teaches young Mittens:

How to drive, vehicle maintenance 
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Kitty Kat

Runs the Mitten Hotel

Full Moon Stop

Has a great heart and is the the Mitten town tart and is proud of this.

Woman/ Man

Playing a number of Mitten roles. Delivering the post and working as a weather reporter 
being the two main functions. 

They usually give their weather  report as they are flying through the clouds via a para-
chute, well, how else will they know what the weather is doing? Although this does mean 
that they can land at unexpected moments. 

Amy

Is the balloon air hostess who arrives from time to time, takes on new people then flies off 
again. Amy tends to talk as if she is taking off and then landing again, very up and down if 
you know what we mean. 

Francis Taylor

Will be the driver of The Pooper, if it ever gets finished. Later to also become the 
partner of Ruby Wise. 
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Mittens don’t pay much attention to whats outside of Mit-
ten Town, although the Mittens do get their fare share of 
visitors. 

What we do know that beyond the trees there is Tinsel 
Town  -  but not many Mittens go there as its quite noisy 
and unruly. 

Just north of Mitten Town is the recycling plant Back 

to Front where everything used becomes new again. 

To the right is the Great Beach, where  Mittens 

sometimes go for a holiday as its quite near the Big 

Pond.

There are two other areas but as of yet not much is know 
about the Great Unknown and the 

Land of Opportunity 
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